
Case # Requester Name Request Description Received
22-R027 A copy of, proof of all active clearances 1/8/22

22-R028 William Fernandez

I was seeking any available copies of reports that track the unique visitor and organic website traffic to your main website homepage. 
These types of reports are very common and generally maintained to track website traffic and user interactions, bounces, etc. In the 
interest of brevity, an annual summary-report can be produced in lieu of monthly reports. For the year(s) 2019, 2020 - Vaugh index 
requested for any material you claim are subject to exemption. 

1/8/22

22-R029 Isaac Rose

Uncashed/Unclaimed checks and funds Unclaimed tax refunds and performance bonds Tax Overpayments Outstanding and 
Refundable credit balances Checks Exempt from Unclaimed Property Reporting If some of this request is exempt from release, 
please release the remainder of the record which is allowed. Please provide all outstanding/uncashed/stale dated checks properties 
that are greater than $1000 that are over 9 months old and as far back as your records reflect. For each property, please provide 
issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an excel document would be the desired format to receive 
the data. Please note that I am not requesting a listing of records which have already been escheated. If the requested records could 
not be found or do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact information for the public body from which they may be 
requested and forward this request to them (For example, if another department issues checks on your behalf). Please indicate the 
process needed to have these checks reissued. We would appreciate your prompt attention to this matter and, if possible, request 
your response within 15 business days of receipt of this letter.

1/3/22

22-R030 Any and all information recorded by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saint on the subjects  and  
. 1/18/22

22-R031 All information obtained as an individual and as a current Presidential Candidate for the United States  1/21/22

22-R032 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000l 1990002

1/25/22

22-R033 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000120F1003

1/25/22

22-R034 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and ,open competition), relating to Award ID HB000121Fl060

1/25/22

22-R035 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000 121C1000

1/25/22

22-R036 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals; and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000121Fl061

1/25/22

22-R037 Joseph Cox
I hereby request the following records: All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not 
limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents justifying 
contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000121Fl054

1/25/22
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(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)



22-R038 Josh Arnold

Any record referencing government grants, contracts, or other remuneration awarded to Con track International Inc. for work done in 
or near Kabul, Afghanistan in 2013, Any record referencing government grants, contracts, or other remuneration awarded to Contrack 
International Inc. for work done in or near Kabul, Afghanistan in 2014, Any record explaining which specific government agency paid 
for contract work done on behalf of the United States government by Contrack International Inc. in or near Kabul, Afghanistan in 2013 
or 2014, Any record referencing a construction project referred to as "Project #281 (Heavy Repair Workshop)" in or near Kabul, 
Afghanistan, Any record explaining which government agency paid a contractor for "Project #281 (Heavy Repair Workshop)" in or 
near Kabul, Afghanistan

1/29/22

22-R039 Victor Cosentini
Documents and data provided to the CDC by the US Department of Defense Joint Artificial Intelligence Center. 2. Documents and 
data involving "Project Salus". 3. Documents and data concerning vaccine effectiveness and death. Please see the attached 
documentation as a reference.

1/27/22

22-R040 Alex Belleque USCCI 5000-01 , Correspondence Management, 22 April 2016 2/12/22

22-R041

Freedom of Information Act Request I - NI no - , DOB- , Passport Number - Current Address -
Prior Addresses -

Wish to makea FOIA request with regards to the following Projects, Companies, Agencies, Departments Project Genesis - Overseen by the CIA - Central Intelligence
Agency & DOD - Department of Defence Documents related to myself & consent forms from Project Genesis. Consent forms of all participants being tested in
Project Genesis. All documents regarding Project Genesis from the DOD & CIA. All Centers & Locations owned, used or rented by Project Genesis. Names of
government, state, federal agencies, departments, third-party contractors, contractors, businesses, companies, associates, non-profit organizations involved in
project Genesis. How manyindividuals & Employees are involved in Project Genesis. Names of government,state, federal agencies, departments, third-party
contractors, contractors, businesses,companies, associates, non-profit organizations doing testsing & reseaerch for projectGenesis. Documents on project Gensis
related to any testing, research, data collection.What weapons systems, non-lethal weapon systems, non-weapon systems, electronic devices, computer systems are
involved with the testing of Project Genesis. Who has granted access / authorisation to those weapon systems in Project Genesis. Who is trained to use the
Weapons Systems for Project Genesis. What kind of testing & research Project Genesis is doing. Documents relating to any transactions, costs, data, electronic
comunications from Project Genesis in association to my name & person. Where is my own data being sent to by Project Genesis - government, state, federal
agencies, departments, third-party contractors, contractors, businesses, companies associates, non-profit organizations. I do not know the names of any personal in
theses departments nor the titles & categories of any documents. The areas I ask forinformation & documents from listed above relate to the DOD - Financial &
Accounting service, Intelligence Agency, Information Agency, Technical Information Center, Department of the Army, Navy & Airforce, NSA - National Security
Agency, Central & Cyber Command, Health Agency, Management, Contract Audit & Management Agency, Research, Testing, Weapons, Data Collection, Credit
Control, Communications departments, Counterintelligence & Security Agency, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency. CIA - The Directorate of Digital Innovation,
The irectorate of Analysis, The Directorate of Operations, The Directorate of Support,The Directorate of Science and Technology. Executive Office, Directorate of
Digital nnovation - General files & any files relating to myself regarding the areas & subjects isted above From the DOD & CIA with regards to Project Genesis.
DATES - from my birth date -  - Present. DATES - from - 01.01.18 - Present. DATES - fromthe tart of Project Genesis to present.

1/17/22

22-R042 J.W. Bond Law

INFORMATION REQUESTED for : [Including But Not Limited To]: 1) Employment Records, 2) DNA Analysis and 
Reports, 3) RNA Analysis and Reports, 4) Body Pictures, 5) Facial and Iris Recognition Data, 6) Billing Data, 7) Discharge Summary, 
8) Emergency Room Records, 9) Patient History, 10) Progress Notes, 11) Medical Clearance[s], 12) Mental Health Evaluations, 13) 
Mental Health Studies, 14) Mental Health Treatments, 15) Psychiatric Records, 16) Psychological Records, 17) Health Assessments, 
18) Imaging Film, 19) Digital Imaging, 20) Imaging Reports, 21) Immunization Records, 22) Vaccination Records, 23) Bodily Fluid Lab 
Reports, 24) Operative Procedure Reports, 25) Radiology, 26) Biometric Screening, 27) Medications List, 28) Problems List, 29) 
Therapy Notes, 30) Drug Testing Data, 31) Consultation Reports, 32) Diagnoses, 33) Physical Exam Reports, 34) Dental Information, 
35) Medical and Legal Directives, 36) Foreign Records, 37) Complaints, 38) Facility Information and Records Breach Notifications, 
39) Mail [Including. Electronic], 40) Messages, 41) Phone Logs, 42) Requests, 43) Contracts, 44) Payment[s] and History, 45) 
Licenses 46) Certificates, 47) Awards, 48) Medals, 49) Countries of Record and Citizenship Status, 50) &c.

2/23/22

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)



22-R043 Robert Hammond

1.Records of the first 5 FOIA adverse determination letters (other than full grant) processed by your agency for fiscal years FY 2016, 
FY 2017, FY 2018, FY 2019, FY 2020, and FY 2021 (seven fiscal years, 35 records). 2.I am also seeking a copy of this FOIA 
Request, which is an Agency record subject to FOIA that exists and is in the Agency’s possession at the time of my FOIA request. 
This record is a responsive record integral to my Request. Release of the Agency’s copy is not optional.

3/2/22

22-R044 Walter Lopez
Previously, the NSA had PDF documentation for best practices in multiple Network OS. I was wondering if there's an unclassified 
version for firewall and server configurations available from the DoD or NSA available to the public. I would like, if possible, requesting 
Linux, Mac and Windows OSes.

3/13/22

22-R045 Matthew Sherven This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting all records on your troll farm’s online operations. This request 
is not being made for commercial purposes. I am willing to pay all fees associated with this request. 3/8/22

22-R046
I am formally requesting all public information pertaining to the individual , born , of Wisconsin, United 
States of America. Additionally, I am formally requesting any and all public information pertaining to the organization AstroVPN LLC, a 
limited liability company established in the State of Wisconsin under the organization number A096090.

3/24/22

22-R047 Ryan Milliron
I request all emails sent to or from the Commander, Deputy Commander, Executive Director or Chief of Staff of US Cyber Command 
to Rodney Joffe, Angelos Keromytis, Manos Antonakakis, Michael Sussmann for the period of April 1, 2016 through March 1, 2022. 3/26/22

22-R048 John Power
Dear Sir/Madam, I would like to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act for the following information: All emails, 
memos, briefings or reports created between February 15 and April 2, 2022 which address the credibility and veracity of claims that 
China staged cyberattacks on Ukraine’s military and nuclear facilities in the build-up to Russia’s invasion

4/4/22

22-R049 Victor Reyes Public records under the control of a Federal government agency from which information about me as a legal subject is being 
retrieved by name or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individual 5/12/22

22-R050 Caroline Meneau

1. All non-classified communications and documents sent to, sent by, created by, or in the possession (or former possession) of 
, VADM, USN (ret.) relating to NotPetya, a malware involved in a June 27, 2017 global incident.

2. All communications and documents describing the processing of this request, including records sufficient to identify search terms 
used and locations and custodians searched, and any tracking sheets used to track the processing of this request. If the United 
States Cyber Command uses FOIA questionnaires or certifications completed by individual custodians or components to determine 
whether they possess responsive materials or to describe how they conducted searches,I also request any such records prepared in 
connection with the processing of this request.

5/18/22

22-R051 Michael Ravnitzky
A copy of each (internal) FOIA Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) at the US Cyber Command FOIA Office. Please apply the 
foreseeable harm test, and discretionary release of what might otherwise be considered records exempt under b(5), and the 
presumption of openness.

5/22/22

22-R052 Erin Marie Miller

Copies of all contracts and subcontracts between Newsguard Technologies, Inc. and the U.S. Dept. of Defense and/or U.S. Cyber 
Command between Sept. 1, 2021 and the date this request is ultimately processed. Copies of all proposals, including any winning 
proposals, for contracts submitted to the U.S. Dept. of Defense and/or U.S. Cyber Command by Newsguard Technologies, Inc. 
between the dates of Jan. 1, 2021 and the date this request is ultimately processed. 

6/8/22

22-R053 Adam Marshall

Pursuant to the FOIA, I, on behalf of the Reporters Committee, request access to and copies of all letters and correspondence sent 
from your agency to FOIA requesters in fiscal years 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021, that contain any of the following phrases (case 
insensitive):“neither confirm nor deny”, “neither confirms nor denies”, “confirm or deny”, “existence or nonexistence”, “existence or 
non-existence”, “vel non”. 

6/28/22

(b) (6)
(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (3)



22-R054 Cherice Moore

MI FOIA REQUEST-I would like to request the spectrum radio frequency records from Selfridge ANGB Air Force Base, Detroit 
Arsenal army Base, Camp Grayling, Fort Custer, Michigan National Guard, Springfield ANG Base, USCG Air Station, USCG Station 
Saginaw River, USCG Air Station, and Alpena Combat Readiness Training Center CIO/G–6 and ASA (ALT) under army regulation 5-
12, which is supposed to ensure that all requirements for the use of spectrum are identified and supportable for all S–D programs 
when operating within their intended operating environments, that are on record for the last five years or at least within the last two 
years. In particular I am looking for frequencies and use of active denial systems, dew lasers, laser-induced plasma effect and other 
remote neural non-lethal devices. I am requesting these records for educational and research purposes.

7/24/22

22-R055 Cherice Moore

I would like to request the spectrum radio frequency records from Fort Lee, Fort Eustis, Norfolk Naval Station, Fort Pickett, US Army 
Garrison Fort A.P. Hill HQ, Naval Air Station Oceana, Fort Story, JEB Little Creek, Langley Air Force Base, Naval Surface Warfare 
Center, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling, Fort Meade, and Fort Belvior CIO/G–6 and ASA (ALT) under army regulation 5-12, which is 
supposed to ensure that all requirements for the use of spectrum are identified and supportable for
all S–D programs when operating within their intended operating environments, that are on record for the last five years or at least 
within the last two years.In particular I am looking for frequencies and use of active denial systems, dew lasers, laser-induced plasma 
effect and other remote neural non-lethal devices. I am requesting these records for educational and research purposes.

7/24/22

22-R056 Malcolm Byrne

Any and all assessments, studies, analyses, or similar records concerning Russia’s likely use of cyber weapons in connection with its 
February 2022 attack on Ukraine. This covers materials produced between January 1 and April 1, 2022, and includes not only 
assessments before the war but also postinvasion analyses when it became clear that initial Russian cyber activity had been 
unexpectedly limited.

8/1/22

22-R057 Jeffrey McEachern Documents related to: - Contracts awarded to IronNet, Inc. - Contracts applied for by IronNet, Inc. 8/2/22

22-R058 Malcolm Byrne
After-action reports or similar assessments prepared for senior USCYBERCOM leadership by or on behalf of Maj. Gen. Joe Hartman, 
Cyber National Mission Force (CNMF) commander, concerning CNMF’s “hunt forward” operations conducted in cooperation with the 
Lithuanian government from February to May 2022.

8/3/22

22-R059 Malcolm Byrne Annual command histories for US Cyber Command covering the years 2010-2014. 8/4/22

22-R060

I would like records about the current connection to my electronic brain and body implants which has been established now for about 
a year and a half. Today is 8/9/2022. My DoD number should be in the database and is . From there you can find my 
implant serial numbers and connection status. My DOB is . I am a veteran and the implants should not be connected to DoD 
systems. This is going to be used for law enforcment and court purposes. 

8/8/22

22-R061

 Back in 2019, I was conducted a test in person, that concerns 
the (E.A.R. Program), I was at  for my exact gps location when this test service was conducted!
Fortunately, this test results concerning this matter was awesome, and preformed well! I was at  while this test was 
conducted and preformed well, while this test was conducted in secretly! It was clearly talking directly in my ear! It was very clear! To 
resolve this matter, I would appreciate if you could help me get this documentation onward to the corrected process that I need for 
this document to get advised by the National Dept. Of Defense, National Security, Cybersecurity, National Space and Aero Division, 
and theNavy and Air Force industry, to the Chief officers! For this does not need to fall in the wrong hands, and used against U.S. in 
any shape or form. We also need to secure this electronic item for further testing for U.S. research and Security research also. I also 
have futher documentation of and when this took place too. I’m looking forward on resolving this issue and securing this technology 
for futher exposure and testing for National Reasons and Air Force only, for use! Please contact me at  

 or by  is my contact information! Hope to hear back with y’all before 2 weeks concerning this 
matter! I’m looking forward to working or delegating with y’all to resolve this problem. Sincerely, 

8/16/22

(b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)



22-R062 Ke Li

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: Your FOIA
request logs covering 2016 and 2020, which include a field showing the subject of each request and a field for the final
disposition. Further, I request that these documents be sent in any digital formats in which they exist (such as PDF and Excel). Under
the terms of the E-FOIA Amendments of 1996, Section 5, if a document exists in electronic format, it must be
released in that format upon request. This request is for academic research and not for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this
matter. I look forward toreceiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.

8/18/22

22-R063 Zachary

I am writing to see about processing a Freedom of Information request in regards to who was on duty at FT. Gordons Cyber Center of 
Excellence this past Memorial Day, 2022. As well as what their operational parameters eere domestically, followed by posted Rules of 
Engagement. Im trying to figure out where Jeffrey Bannister, his daughter or widow wife fit in to them. And what the stated or prosper 
National Security goals had to do with him. You can find out a bit more by searching his name in Google. Please pass along my 
regards to US CYBERCOM, tell them that tbeyre effort don't go unnoticed by me or anyone around the world. And its hard to out into 
words how thankful we are to have them serving this countries leadership. May god bless his daughter Lindsey, and wife Tessa. RIP 
Maj. General

8/19/22

22-R064 Jacob Shively
Memos, policy planning statements, inter-governmental memoranda of understanding and/or agreements describing implementation 
of the "Quad Cybersecurity Partnership" as announced in the White House Briefing Room's "Quad Joint Leaders' Statement" of 24 
May 2022. 

8/19/22

22-R065 Ke Li

To Whom It May Concern: I hereby request your FOIA request logs for years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021. Please 
include the following information: 1. FOIA request ID 2. Date received 3. Date completed 4. Requester’s name (can be redacted if 
permitted by FOIA exemptions) 5. Requester category: news media, educational, noncommercial scientific, commercial, or others; 6. 
The subject of each request 7. The final disposition 8. Reason(s) for denial other than exemptions 9. FOIA Exemption(s) cited when 
the requests are denied or partially denied. Further, I request that these documents be sent in any digital formats in which they exist 
(such as PDF or Excel). Under the terms of the E-FOIA Amendments of 1996, Section 5, if a document exists in electronic format, it 
must be released in that format upon request. This request is for academic research and not for commercial purposes. I would prefer 
the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated 
cooperation in this matter.

8/22/22

22-R066 Gareth Kiser

Bitcoin operation around 5962 Plateau Road Crossville TN 38571. Not seeing any electric meters. Contacted Volunteer electric co-op 
about excessive electric field emanating from the wires around the area and they blocked my email. There’s also a
network connected high power AM transmitter at 127S and Plateau road that no one with the city or county will say anything about 
that’s using a tremendous amount of power. I’m asking for help as apparently the excessive fields can cause cancer. I
moved since none of my devices seemed to

8/24/22



22-R067 Andrew Martin

1. Any and all NON PUBLIC damage assessments and incident reports and reports of investigation relating or referring to a widely known cyberattack that became
public in December 2020 and was often referred to as the Solarwinds hack. For reference, a Dec. 13 emergency directive from CISA on the incident specifically
mentions Solarwind Orion products. Such reports may have been filed to CISA and/or the US Computer Emergency Readiness Team, the Office of Management and
Budget, or Congress. 2. Cost assessments associated with the Solarwinds hack. The records should includespreadsheets or a similar document itemizing the funds
the agency has spent to date spent to respond to the breach. 3. Any and all after-action reports and official agency timelines mentioning or referring to the source of
the attack, the response by the agency to the attack and lessons learned. 4. Any and all talking points the agency has prepared relating or referring to the Solarwinds
hack. INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING SEARCH 1. Request for Public Records: Please search for any records even if they are already publicly available. 2. Request
for Electronic and Paper/Manual Searches: We request that searches of all electronic and paper/manual indices, filing systems, and locations for any and all records
relating or referring to the subject of pur request be conducted. We further request that the agencies conduct a search of its “soft files” as well as files in its locked
cabinets. 3. Request regarding Photographs and other Visual Materials: We request that any photographs or other visual materials responsive to our request be
released to us in their original or comparable forms, quality, and resolution. For example, if a photograph was taken digitally, or if the agencies maintains aphotograph
digitally, we request disclosure of the original digital image file, not a reduced resolution version of that image file nor a printout and scan of that image file. Likewise,
if a photograph was originally taken as a color photograph, we request disclosure of that photograph as a color image, not a black and white image. Please contact
us for any clarification on this point. 4. Request for Duplicate Pages: we request disclosure of any and all supposedly “duplicate” pages. Scholars analyze records not
only for the information available on any given page, but also for the relationships between that information and information on pages surrounding it. As such, though
certain pages may have been previously released to us, the existence of those pages within new context renders them functionally new pages. As such, the only way
to properly analyze released information is to analyze that information within its proper context. Therefore, we request disclosure of all “duplicate” pages. 5. Request
to Search Emails: Please search for emails relating to the subject matter of our request. 6. Request for Search of Records Transferred to Other Agencies:we request
that in conducting its search, the agencies disclose releasable records even if they are available publicly through other sources outside the agencies, such as NARA.
We would like to receive the information stemming from this request be provided to us in digital format(soft-copy) on a compact disk or other like media.

9/5/22

22-R068 Ryan Milliron

I request any emails in the account of  sent to or from: Rodney Joffe, David Dagon, Manos Antonakakis, Angelos 
Keromytis, Tejas Patel, Patrick J. Myers, Joseph Pientka III, Peter Strzok, Avril Haines, Susan Rice
Michael Rogers (NSA/CyberCom), during the period of April 1, 2016 through April 1, 2019 that relate to Russia, Trump or his 
campaign officials, the hack of the DNC, Guccifer 2.0, Alfa Bank, or Trump servers.

9/5/22

22-R069 Ryan Milliron I request any reports, memorandums, contracts, letters, or emails detailing any relationship  between CyberCommand and: Rodney 
Joffe or; Victor Oppleman; Raymond Saulino; Packet Forensics; Vostrom Holdings 9/5/22

22-R070 Cora Currier

This is a request filed pursuant the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of the following documents: Any training or 
informational documents about the religion of Islam or Islamic terrorism created by Jason Orlich, including but not limited to talking 
points, presentations, guides, glossaries, or memos, from 2017-2019, during which time Maj. Orlich was employed at Cyber 
Command.

9/15/22

22-R071 I would like to request any and all documents associated with or containing the name 9/23/22

22-R072 Malcolm Byrne
A copy of the construct for a Cyber National Mission Force task force presented by then-CNMF Commander Brig. Gen. Timothy 
Haugh to USCYBERCOM Commander Paul Nakasone in April 2019. (The phrasing of this request is taken directly from a 
USCYBERCOM press release, “A Command First: CNMF trains, certifies task force in full-spectrum operations,” dated June 7, 2021.)

9/27/22

22-R073 Joseph Cox

I hereby request the following records: All statements of work, invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement 
documents (but not limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or 
documents justifying contracting without full and open competition), relating to Award ID HB000121C1004.
All emails between the procurement officer and Argonne Ridge Group related to Award ID HB000121C1004 from 1st January 2020 to 
the present. All emails between the procurement officer and Team Cymru related to Award ID HB000121C1004 from 1st January 
2020 to the present.

9/27/22

22-R074 Malcolm Byrne Orders, mission descriptions, mission requirements, sitreps, after-action reports, and similar materials relating to a "hunt forward" 
exercise conducted in Ukraine for roughly 90 days from December 2021 to January 2022. 9/28/22

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)



23-R001 Sarah Wooldridge

I am looking for information on total DoD contract dollars issued in each fiscal year and to which US county/territory and 
congressional district those contracts were executed. It is my understanding that outside USAspending.gov, which only dates back to 
2008, there is no comprehensive database for this information. This led me to submitting separate FOIA requests for each DoD 
agency. I hope to obtain contract data issued prior to 2008. Ideally, I would like records that date back to 1991. However, I understand 
the burden of acquiring records prior to electronic record keeping. Any/all electronic contract records which exist prior to 2008 will 
satisfy my request.

10/2/22

23-R002 Chris Nelson

Request description Any and all records and communications maintained by the US Cyber Command regarding Argonne Ridge 
Group, Inc., 901 International Parkway, Suite 350, Lake Mary, FL, including: (1) All training documents pertaining to the use of any 
Augury Platform products or services, including but not limited to PowerPoint presentations, handouts, manuals, webinars, 
promotional materials, or lectures. (2) All email communications with representatives of Argonne Ridge Group (argonneridge.org) 
concerning their paid data product and / or services or world wide web monitoring and / or information collection products and / or 
services, including the attachments to those emails. (3) Emails, email chains, email attachments with any local, state, federal law 
enforcement agencies and / or fusion centers regarding situational awareness; alleged criminal activity; public safety; geolocation 
data; geo-filters; potential threats; ransomware; IMAP/POP/SMTP data; web browser activity data; UserAgent data; and URL 
accessed data wherein the information was derived from the use of any Argonne Ridge Group product and / or data. (4) Copies of 
any Privacy Impact Assessments published concerning the use of Argonne Ridge Group products and / or data. Please provide 
records from January 01, 2017, to present. Definitions “COMMUNICATION(S)” means every manner or method of disclosure, 
exchange of information, statement, or discussion between or among two or more persons, including but not limited to, face-to-face 
and telephone conversations, correspondence, memoranda, telegrams, telexes, email messages, voice-mail messages, text 
messages, meeting minutes, discussions, releases, statements, reports, publications, and any recordings or reproductions thereof. 
“DOCUMENT(S)” or “RECORD(S)” mean any kind of written, graphic, or recorded matter, however produced or reproduced, of any 
kind or description, whether sent, received, or neither, including drafts, originals, non-identical copies, and information stored 
magnetically, electronically, photographically or otherwise. As used herein, the terms “DOCUMENT(S)” or “RECORD(S)” include, but 
are not limited to, studies, papers, books, accounts, letters, diagrams, pictures, drawings, photographs, correspondence, telegrams, 
cables, text messages, emails, memoranda, notes, notations, work papers, intra-office and inter-office communications, 
communications to, between and among employees, contracts, financial agreements, grants, proposals, transcripts, minutes, orders, 
reports, recordings, or other documentation of telephone or other conversations, interviews, affidavits, slides, statement summaries, 
opinions, indices, analyses, publications, questionnaires, answers to questionnaires, statistical records, ledgers, journals, lists, logs, 
tabulations, charts, graphs, maps, surveys, sound recordings, data sheets, computer printouts, tapes, discs, microfilm, and all other 
records kept, regardless of the title, author, or origin. “PERSON” means individuals, entities, firms, organizations, groups, 
committees, regulatory agencies, governmental entities, business entities, corporations, partnerships, trusts, and estates. “REFERS,” 
“REFERRING TO,” “REGARDS,” REGARDING,” “RELATES,” “RELATING TO,” “CONCERNS,” “CONCERNING” or “PERTAINS TO” 
mean containing, alluding to, responding to, commenting upon, discussing, showing, disclosing, explaining, mentioning, analyzing, 
constituting, comprising, evidencing, setting forth, summarizing, or characterizing, either directly or indirectly, in whole or in part. 

10/5/22

23-R003 Jurre van Bergen I hereby request the following records: All briefs, emails, records, and any other documents on, about, mentioning, or concerning an 
investigation into a potential JetBrains breach, created between June 1 2020 and January 15 2021. 10/7/22

23-R004 Malcolm Byrne
After-action reports or similar assessments prepared in connection with U.S. Cyber Command's “hunt forward” operation conducted 
in cooperation with the Estonian government from September 23 to November 6, 2020. (For reference, the Command issued a press 
release providing an overview of theoperation on December 3, 2020.)

10/24/22



23-R005 Jory Coteau-McDaniel I am a hobbyist cybersecurity researcher, and I had heard about Operation Glowing Symphony on a podcast, and wanted to access 
the records that were released to Vice (Motherboard) about it, both from the beginning to the end of it (OGS). 11/9/22

23-R006 Wesley Hurd

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, seeking additional information regarding malicious software (malware) 
associated with the internet domain tcoga[.]net in the late 2012-early 2013 time. Requested records search time is between 
September 2012-December 2016. Requesting this information from records held by USCYBERCOM and/or NSA IAD. Specifically 
looking for additional "indicators of compromise" (IoCs)/observables/artifacts, and information about the malware payload 
encoding/encryption and specific algorithms used by the malware for encryption/decryption. The following known IoCs/artifacts are 
relevant: tcoga[.]net Files: 622f1a622dd8b5985ad32e279f788c44c45d619132ab0ca67389719b627bfeb9 
0fe653f6de15ea4343e288fcb86aec89bf17182298cccbb96fdbbf7a8d94b1e8d08629a828922f07777b5b7c009c9cb1841742cf244aced
09710cc7fe6aa6e0d fdc7e110f3cf2641a15111b8b31ae3bd8415cf0b45f90a3d5cc6d9d741c4eb4a Filenames: "apps.jar"

11/13/22



23-R007 Sally Yi

Diversity and Inclusion What are the current Diversity and Inclusion initiatives (employee resource groups/affinity groups, diversity recruiting, etc) 
offered by your agency? Request employee feedback received related to current D&I strategy and processes Current Talent Pipeline What is the 
process for planning talent needs? What role levels (i.e. mid-level management, entry level) are in most need of cyber talent? What is the 
breakdown by percentage of current available cybersecurity roles by role level? Talent Management What manager training do you offer new 
managers? What is the average tenure (in years) that individuals spend by government role category? Offers Not Accepted Do you track reasons 
why candidates refuse a job offer? If so, what are the categories, and what percentage of rejections fit into each category? Do you track offer 
acceptance yield rate? If so, what is the yield rate (for all cybersecurity or IT roles), and can this be broken out by job level? Competitors Do you 
track where candidates who turn down offers ultimately accept positions? Do you allow cybersecurity or technology talent to renegotiate offer 
components? If so, what percentage of offers were renegotiated, and which components were renegotiated? What companies do you identify as 
your competition in the private sector for talent? Campus Recruitment Do you have target schools? If so, who are they? How do you treat them 
differently? Do you conduct interviews for roles on campus? If so, which campuses? Do you visit campuses? If so, how many campuses have you 
visited per year for the past 10 years? Do you go to campus career fairs? If so, how many campus career fairs have you visited per year for the 
past 10 years? Do you go to non-campus career fairs? If so, how many non-campus career fairs have you visited per year for the past 10 years? Is 
your entry-level hiring met mainly through campus recruitment or other strategies? If other strategies, which ones? Have you sponsored any 
campus events or groups? Have you sponsored any high school organizations? What is the total amount you spent on campus recruiting each 
year in USD for the past 10 years? What is the total amount you spent on all recruiting activity in USD for the past 10 years? Applicant Statistics 
How many applicants to cybersecurity-related jobs did you have per job posting in the past 10 years? How many cybersecurity-related job postings 
have you had in the past 10 years? Do you redirect candidates who do not receive an offer to other agencies? Do you track how applicants have 
found job listings (i.e. employee referral, LinkedIn)? If so, what is the breakdown by category? Do you offer referral bonuses to current or former 
employees? What percentage of applicants to cybersecurity or technology roles receive offers? What is the average length of time (in days) from 
application submitted to offer made? Employee Statistics How many employees do you currently employ in cybersecurity roles? How many 
employees do you currently employ in technology roles? What percentage of your employees have cybersecurity roles? What percentage of your 
employees have technology roles? What percentage of technology roles are cybersecurity roles? Average total government service tenure (tenure 
= length of service in years) of a cybersecurity professional at your agency? (Includes total government service years, i.e. if someone worked from 
1/2010-1/2011 and 1/2013-1/2015, this would be 3 years) Average current employment tenure of a cybersecurity professional at your agency? (I.e. 
if someone worked from 1/2010-1/2011 and 11/2021-Present, this would be 1 year) Average tenure of a cybersecurity professional at your agency 
(see above) Average tenure of a technology professional at your agency Termination What categories do you use for tracking reasons for 
voluntary termination (dissatisfaction with role, retirement, dissatisfaction with peers, etc)? What is the percentage of voluntary terminations who fit 
into each category? Do you track where candidates who leave go to work instead? If so, what employers or industries are your main competitors? 
Do you ever offer retention bonuses or other incentives to convince employees to stay?

11/15/22



23-R008 Salli Yi

General: Any reports, presentations, or proposals sent to leaders of the U.S. Cyber Command related to Cyber Command personnel 
and recruiting (topics of interest are recruitment, retention, and diversity and inclusion). The timeline of interest is May 1, 2010-
Present (November 28, 2022). I am interested in any reports, presentations, or proposals sent to leaders of the U.S. Cyber Command 
related to Cyber Command personnel and recruiting (topics of interest are recruitment, retention, and diversity and inclusion). I 
believe these documents would have been prepared by members of Defense Human Resources Activity (DHRA). Diversity and 
Inclusion - Seeking documents related to current diversity and inclusion programs, practices, statistics, and pain points (for example, 
internal planning memos, emails, internal event invitations) Current Talent Population and Talent Management - Seeking documents 
(emails, written communication, reports, invitations or materials related to employee training, calendar of training events) related to 
employee “pipeline” planning (hiring, training, mentoring, and promotions). Offers Not Accepted - Seeking documents (emails, written 
communication, reports) related to offers given to candidates that are ultimately rejected. Competitors - Seeking documents (emails, 
written communication, reports) related to recruitment strategy for experienced hires. This could include planning documents for 
recruiting fairs, budgets for recruiting expenses, and proposals related to recruitment strategy. Campus Recruitment - Seeking 
documents (emails, written communication, reports) related to recruitment strategy for campus hires. This could include planning 
documents for recruiting fairs, budgets for recruiting expenses, and proposals related to recruitment strategy. Applicant Statistics - 
Seeking documents (emails, written communication, reports, Excel documents, any HRIS system outputs) related to recruitment 
strategy and application numbers per job posting. Employee Statistics - Seeking documents (emails, written communication, reports, 
Excel documents, any HRIS system outputs) that include details on personnel. This could be an Excel sheet that includes employees’ 
role type, seniority level, date of hire/termination.Termination - Seeking documents (emails, written communication, reports, Excel 
documents, any HRIS system outputs) that include details on agency personnel. This could be an Excel sheet that includes 
employees’ termination date and termination category (voluntary, involuntary, mutual termination) and reason for voluntary termination 
(competitors).

11/28/22

23-R009

I would like to request copies of 2 documents. 1) Urinalysis test - conducted at Urgent MD in Augusta, GA on 07OCT22. 2) Polygraph 
examination - conducted 01DEC2022 at Fort Gordon, GA. I believe these 2 documents are located with the: Lead Human Resources 
Specialist Fort Meade Civilian Personnel Advisory Center (CPAC) 4432 Llwewllyn Avenue, Suite 5035 Fort Meade, MD 20755-5035 
Office Phone Number: 301-677-4389

12/12/22

23-R010 Copies of any investigations, transactions, adverse actions and systems of record notices involving  dated after 1 
June 2018 12/20/22

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)




